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FAST FWD (Gray), Pressing this button causes the tape to go forward at fast wind speed.
REW (Gray), Pressing this button causes the tape motion to go reverse at fast rewind speed.
PLAY FWD (Green), Starts tape playback in the forward direction to the right.
PLAY REV (White), Starts tape playback in the reverse direction to the left.
STOP (Blue), Cancels any other command and stops tape motion.
REC-REC MUTE (Red), Press record and play buttons simultaneously to begin recording. If only
the Record button is pressed, the deck will enter the record pause mode. When in record pause,
press the play button to begin recording. Pressing the record button while already recording will
activate "Auto Record Mute" mode. In this mode, any input signal that is present is muted and a 4
second blank space will be recorded onto the tape. Tape motion will halt or pause after the 4 second
space has been recorded at which time the deck will go into the record pause mode. While in record
pause, press the play button to resume recording.
RESET (Black), Pressing the reset button once while in play, will simply reset the tape counter to
zero. Pressing the reset button immediately again will activate the "memory mode" and set the
counter zero point into memory. The rewind button may be pressed directly without going through a
stop command and the tape will return to the "memory" marked location. Pressing play will start the
tape from the zero memory point. The "memory" or zero location remains until the reset button is
again pressed canceling the "memory mode".
PAUSE (Yellow), Pressing this button during play or record will pause the tape motion. In the record
mode, pressing pause stops tape motion while remaining in the record mode. Play must be pressed
to return to the record mode.
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Cassette Tape Remote Functions
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SEARCH UP & DOWN (Gray), These buttons are used to accurately change the position at which
playback will start. Each push of the button will initially increment individual frames, then seconds,
then minutes. While in play or cue, holding the button down will initially slowly step through the cut
moving more rapidly as the button is held down longer. Momentarily pushing the search buttons will
mark a point that can be returned to by pressing the cue button.
TRACK UP & DOWN (Gray), These buttons selects the track number to be played. Each push
increments up or down one cut.
STOP BUTTON (Blue), Press this button to stop playback.
CUE BUTTON (Yellow), When pressed during playback, it returns the laser pickup to the position at
which the playback last started and the pause mode will be set. When pressed during search mode,
the pause mode is set at the position that was searched. If pressed while the disc drawer is open, will
cause the disc drawer to close and pause mode will be set.
PLAY-PAUSE BUTTON (Green), The initial button push causes the unit to go into the play mode.
Each alternate push causes the operation to change from play to pause or from pause back to play
again.
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Compact Disc Remote Functions
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With the power to the DN-T620 turned off, connect one end of the 3.5 mm control cable to
the RC-620 remote control unit. Connect the other end of the cable to the remote control jack located
on the rear of the DN-T620 player. The control cable length may be extended by using a suitable
type extension cable. Cable length beyond 25 feet may cause erratic operation. Please consult your
unit's operators' manual for proper operation of the DN-T 620 CD / Cassette unit. Connecting or
disconnecting the remote control with power applied to the DN-T620 is not recommended.
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The Denon RC-620 wired remote control is for use with the Denon DN-T620 professional CD /
Cassette combination deck. All available remote control functions are supported. The remote control
is furnished with a 3.5 mm, male to male T,R,S control cable.

